I
t's been shown that non-visually impaired readers comprehend text better when they actively read it rather than passively listen to it. Active modes of processing text such as reading braille-instead of more passive modes like speech-would likely confer a similar advantage to visually impaired readers, particularly for material that's highly technical or that requires spatial processing, such as maps and charts.
In active braille reading, readers move their hands over the text, with continuous slippage between the ngertip and the surface providing the cues necessary to render the braille image. It's thought that larger-scale features, such as the characters' spatial orientation, arise from proprioceptive cues as the hand moves across the display. Although skilled braille readers prefer active movement over the surface of the braille text, a low-cost display that incorporates sliding contact between the ngertip and the reading surface might su ce in many contexts.
Electronic braille displays present both text and graphics, but current refreshable braille displays are expensive, ranging from approximately , for an -character display to , for a half-page of braille. Lowcost refreshable braille displays that use newer actuator technologies and deliver both text and graphics content would signi cantly expand access to braille for individuals with visual impairments. In their IEEE Transactions on Haptics article "Refreshing Refreshable Braille Displays" (vol. , no. , , pp.
-), Alexander Russomanno and his colleagues examined the features necessary for e ective braille reading using a refreshable display.
They quanti ed the contributions of lateral motion and proprioception to experienced braille readers' recognition of braille letters. The study participants identi ed letters under static and sliding conditions as their hands moved to read braille at varying presentation speeds. The -character braille display illustrated in Figure was either mounted to a moving platform so that the display moved beneath a stationary nger (static condition) or mounted to ground the nger mounted to the moving platform (sliding condition). The authors found that the second condition's relative motion-movement between the ngertip and the braille surfaceresulted in more accurate letter recognition, particularly with faster presentation speeds. The passively moving hand's proprioceptive inputs didn't affect error rates. C ollectively, Russomanno and his colleagues' ndings suggest that refreshable braille displays that allow sliding contact are more successful than displays that update in place and thus don't permit sliding contact between the nger and the braille letter. Figure 1 . Braille display (a) mounted to a moving platform so that the display moves beneath a stationary fi nger (static condition) or (b) mounted to ground the fi nger mounted to the moving platform (sliding condition).
